
Two Person Positioni
USA LACROSSE OFFICIALS DEVELOPMENT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Two-Person Mechanics lesson learn proper movement and mechanics needed to be in the correct position to make the call, administer penalties and support their partners in a two-person game. 



MECHANICS
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Me·chan·ics /məˈkaniks/
noun
noun: mechanics; plural noun: mechanics

The way in which something is done or operated;
The practicalities or details of something.

"The mechanics of lacrosse officiating".
How me move with purpose and signal for clarity.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanics put officials in the best position to make the necessary calls to keep the game safe and fair by using methods that are easily applied in a consistent manner.Position – The best spot to be in for most game situations. Hustling to your next spot is one of the best ways to show the clinicians that you are focused on the game and giving your maximum effort.Safety – Priority number one for all officials in every game. Make the necessary safety calls when you see them.Fairness – Your technical foul knowledge and game awareness factor heavily in a fair game. Address issues that unfairly give a team an advantage.Consistency – Endeavor to make the same calls on each half of the field from the first whistle till the last. Communication with your partner is essential to crew consistency for an entire game.



THE Mission of our Mechanics

Safety Fairness
Position

Consistency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mechanics put officials in the best position to make the necessary calls to keep the game safe and fair by using methods that are easily applied in a consistent manner.Position – The best spot to be in for most game situations. Hustling to your next spot is one of the best ways to show the clinicians that you are focused on the game and giving your maximum effort.Safety – Priority number one for all officials in every game. Make the necessary safety calls when you see them.Fairness – Your technical foul knowledge and game awareness factor heavily in a fair game. Address issues that unfairly give a team an advantage.Consistency – Endeavor to make the same calls on each half of the field from the first whistle till the last. Communication with your partner is essential to crew consistency for an entire game.



WHY CLEAR MECHANICS ARE 

Three basic things all coaches need to know

1. What's the call ?

2. Who is getting the ball ?

3. Where will the ball start ?



GAME ADMINISTRATION ME

Coaches

Table Staff, Game Clock & Penalties

Captains coin toss

Face Off Players

Pre-game team line up, in-home on the field

Time outs and between quarters



PREGAME MECHANICS
Coaches introductions and important to set the tone of the 
game, be professional, brief, address coach's questions

Avoid spending more time with one coach than the other.

Communicate any special circumstances such as if/when player 
introductions and/or National Anthem will be played.

Coordinate a time for the Captains to meet for the coin toss.



COACH INTRODUCTIONS
The Head Referee does most of the talking.

The Referee & Umpire write down the 
Captains and In-Home players numbers, 
maintains a professional demeaner and eye 
contact with the Coach.

Remind Coaches
10 yard midfield pregame warm up buffer 

area.
Time Outs should be held in bench area not 

on the field



PREPARATION WITH TABLE
The home team must provide the official timer and the official scorekeeper.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The home team must provide the official timer and the official scorekeeper. - Identify who will perform each role. Do they have experience? *   If they are inexperienced go over their roles and responsibilities • Use the game clock for releasing penalties. • If there is a problem: - Note who has the ball, where the ball is, and what the problem is - Sound a double horn at the next dead ball, - The Head Referee will come to the table to sort out the problem while the Umpire keeps his eyes on the field. Table Chart link



PREPARATION WITH TABLE STAFF

Penalty Clock 
and 

Scorekeeper

Prefer to use the 
game clock 

for penalties.

Know who we will 
be communicating 

penalties to.

Ask the penalty 
statistician to 

acknowledge our 
signals.

Go over the 
conditions for a 

penalty 
to release.

Penalties released 
AFTER possession 

on a face off.

Penalties usually 
released after a 

goal by the man up 
team.

Non 
releasable penalty 

situations

Review “early” 
release 

procedures.



FACE OFF PLAYERS PREGAME ME

Post faceoff restarts 
are 

controlled restart. 
The officials need to 

get in position to 
properly restart play.

If there is a violation, 
the team 

awarded possession 
needs to wait until 

the official blows his 
whistle to start play. 

The Head Referee 
will briefly remind 
the players what is 

expected from them 
to be in a legal face 

off position.

If time allows it is a 
good idea to meet 
with the face off 
players after the 

Captains coin toss 
meeting.



PLAYER PREGAME LINE UP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teams line up with their left shoulder to the goal they are defending.The Referees should escort or guide the players to their line up positions avoiding teams from crossing through one another.The Head referee introduces the Officials to the players and possibly a brief comment about sportsmanship and wishes all a good game. 



LINE UP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Referee has the game ball and stands at midfield across from the Umpire. Players line up with their left shoulder to the goal they will defend first in order of position: Goalkeeper, Defensemen, Midfielders, Attackmen.R tells the goalkeepers to cross and shake hands, and then the same for the rest. R becomes the faceoff official. The Umpire becomes the wing official, placing one arm in the air until the field is set. Certified Observer Notes: Wing official should jog to position and keep eyes on the field.Note: The R usually runs the far side for the 1st half. This is up to the R and should be discussed in the pre-game.Note: The line up is not the time to check player equipment. Make yourself available before the game for equipment checks.“It’s common knowledge there’s a lot of pressure calling games. I don’t bottle it up. I like to have some fun, break the ice, and get guys ready that way. I knew what was at stake for the players and owners and such, but I wasn’t going to sit around like a zombie. I was very comfortable in my environment, being ready and being loose.” – Ray Scapinello, NHL



POSITIONING



QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF
Why do I need to be where I 

am?(What is my job)

What am I looking at and why? (No 
ball-watching)

Am I the ON or OFF official? (Where is 
the Ball?)

Where might I need to go or get to 
next?(Anticipate)



KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Know your physical ability 

Anticipate the play

Put yourself in the best position to make 
the best decision



FACE OFFS



Face-Off Positioning-Responsibilities
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FACE OFF OFFICIAL’S RESPONSIBI
Face Off players are set-up legally.

Adjusts players if needed.

Know where the far side wing players are before you put 
the ball down.

Back out diagonally to be clear of all players paths.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEW FACE OFF RULES



CHECK PLAYERS FOR LEGAL POSIT

Both hands around the shaft and touching the ground.

Right hand positioned off the head of the stick and facing up.

Sticks parallel to center line.

Sticks up to, but not touching, the center line.

Heads of sticks are vertical and evenly matched (top to stop) and centered on the ball.

Neutral zone is clear, bodies and helmets to the left of the throat. 



FACE OFF PROCESS

May physically adjust 
the players’ 

positioning (including 
crosses).

Gives “Set” command Avoid "swistles".

Back away and sound 
the whistle while 

concentrating on the 
faceoff players’ 

actions, moving with 
the play as necessary.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NEW FACE OFF RULESAdd current local covid protocols for Set command and Hands on stick for your area. Revisit as covid impact changes in your local area



FACE OFF: WING OFFICIAL RESPON
Watches both sets of wing 
players for proper position 

behind the wing line.

Pay special attention to 
players lined up next to 

each other for possible off 
ball interference

Aware of players behind 
defensive restraining line 
waiting to release after 

possession is established.



FACEBOOK.COM/MENSLAXOFFICIALSFACEBOOK.COM/MENSLAXOFFICIALS

Ball Away from Faceoff Official

USLACROSSE.ARBITERSPORTS.COM | USLACROSSE.ORG

FT

WL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Faceoff Official:Holds onto the ball and looks to Wing for ready signalGives “down” commandAdjusts the players’ bodies and crosses until satisfiedGives “set” command with hand on the crossesBacks away and sounds whistle while focused on the faceoffWing Official:Take position roughly 5 yards into the field at end of wing lineAlerts partner of any man-down situationsSignals ready when field is setWatches for wing midfielders leaving early and interference/holdingNote: The Trail official has the initial count after possession,  This allows the Lead official to get to the goal without worrying about the count.



FACEBOOK.COM/MENSLAXOFFICIALSFACEBOOK.COM/MENSLAXOFFICIALS

Ball toward Faceoff Official
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: The faceoff official works to stay out of the developing play.  If stuck, do not make the situation more dangerous by moving. Allow play to move past you and then hustle to position.Note: A good discussion in a pre-game is when to reface and when to award via alternate possession; also review when a faceoff is considered to be over according to the rules.



FACE OFF VIOLATIONS
Pre-whistle

• Stand the players up without a whistle.
• Signal/state the violation.
• Point in the direction of the team who is 

awarded the ball.

Post-whistle
• Blow the whistle immediately.
• Signal/state the violation.
• Point in the direction of the team 

awarded the ball.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video restart off faceoff violation



FACE OFF VIOLATION RESTARTS

Restarts play at 
point of violation

Takes the 20 or 10 
count.

Waits to start play 
until the Lead 
Official is in 

position

Trail Official



POSSESSION AFTER FACE OFF
When a player gains possession of the ball the "on" official

winds his arm backwards and yells “Possession"

The "off" official will echo his partner’s call by
winding his arm backward and yelling “Possession” 

If a loose ball crosses the restraining line the "on" official 
will wind his arm back and yell "Play" and the other official 
will wind his arm and echo the "Play" call.



POSSESSION AFTER FACE OFF

Trail takes the 20 second clear 
count and points forward when 
the ball crosses the center line.

Lead takes the 10 second count.

Both Official signal "in the box" by 
raising hand and pointing to the 

ground.

Once possession is established:



SETTLED SITUATIONS
Both officials must pay constant attention to their positioning and 
responsibilities. ("On official/Off official)

Keep your eyes on the field and players.

Avoid turning your back to the goal and the field of play.

Awareness of on and off ball responsibilities. Do not get caught ball 
watching.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion: Importance of the On official and Official regarding SAFETY callsDiscussion regarding how to determine who is on or off official off face off.: Ques on the field as determined where play moves.



SETTLED SITUATIONS ON-BALL OFFICIAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The shaded areas of the diagram indicate the officials’ areas of responsibility for watching the on-ball action in a settled offensive situation. Responsible for calling fouls Defensive fouls against the player in possessionIllegal Holding, Slash, Trip, illegal body checkOffensive fouls against the defense such as warding, illegal screens, holding defenseman's cross  



ON & OFF GREY AREA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The "Grey Area" is the diagonal line separating the official's areas of focus. The On or Off official changes depending on the location of the ball.When a player carries the ball from your "On" area to the gray area you should stay with that player in the grey area, until he is clearly into your partners "On" area.Avoid having 2 official watching the ball carrier in the grey area.



• Lead
• Everything Else

• Illegal Screening
• Interference
• Off Ball Personal Fouls

• Trail
• Player with Ball

• Warding
• Holding
• Pushing
• On Ball Personal Fouls

On and Off Grey Areas

T

L

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The shaded areas of the diagram indicate the officials’ areas of responsibility for watching the on-ball action in a settled offensive situation. Responsible for calling fouls Defensive fouls against the player in possessionIllegal Holding, Slash, Trip, illegal body checkOffensive fouls against the defense such as warding, illegal screens, holding defenseman's cross  



Field Coverage – On and Off

L

T

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EDIT to proper positioningOn Official: Has a narrow focus that is on the player in possession and surrounding 5 yards. Watches for fouls like pushing, holding, tripping, illegal body checks, unnecessary roughness, slashing, and warding.Off Official: Has a wider view of the play because off ball involves more players in a larger area. Watches for fouls like interference, illegal offensive screens, crease violations (cutters running through the crease), and late hits after passes.Both Officials: The officials move as if they are connected on a string. As one moves out, the other moves in. Note: The pre-game should be clear on how On/Off calls are communicated, especially in the transition area between officials. Typically, if a player is running towards you then you are about to be the On Official.“Cut down the distance between your present location and the place where impending action may take place. Aside from always trying to get as close to the crease as possible at any time, situations where a midfielder is barreling down the lane towards goal, or when attacker bobs and weaves through the thicket of defensemen to get between them and the crease, are exactly the times when the Lead should break out his John Deere and mow that lawn between him and the net.” �– John Bistowski, LAREDO Clinician



SETTLED SITUATIONS ON AND OFF 

INSERT NEW VIDEO



• Lead
• Goal
• End Line

• Trail
• Shooter
• Far Goal
• Over and Back

Lead and Trail – settled situation positions and responsibilities

T

L

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lead Official:Goal is primary responsibilityPositioned roughly a step or two above or below GLECovers the end line on contested playsTrail Official:Watches the shooter for late hitsMoves toward the goal if the Lead official moves to the end lineCan assist with crease violations on a tight play Watches for contested substitutionsMakes the over and back call if necessaryCovers the far goalNote: The pre-game should be clear on each responsibility, but the most important is that the Trail official watches the shooter on every shot.



THE LEAD OFFICIAL

L

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primary responsibilities are to cover the goal, crease and end line.  Can move off GLE if there is a contested play behind the goal. Should be as close to the crease as play will allow without allowing players to get behind him.  Should be in position to call a close play near the crease. End line responsibility on any shot & chase contested shots to the endline.Ready to help with Over & Back situations, "YES/NO" and to hustle to the mid-line to restart play if there is an O&B violation



THE TRAIL OFFICIAL
T

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responsible for watching the shooter/passer for potential late hits after a shot/pass. Moves towards the goal if the Lead official goes closer to the end line to cover a play.  Helps with crease violations on a tight play.  Does not signal the goal unless absolutely necessary. Ready to move towards the center line for Over and Back violations.



OVER AND BACK

Trail Official is best 
position to make 

this call.

NEW Trail should 
restart play.

You can never over-
communicate 

getting into the 
attack box or 

assessing a potential 
over 

& back situation.

Don’t allow for an 
unfair advantage on 

a restart.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Trail Official is usually in the best position to make this call.It's best for the NEW Trail to restart play.*You can never over-communicate as it relates to team’s getting a touch into the attack box or assessing a potential over & back situation.Don’t allow for an unfair advantage on a restart. If the ball squirts forward during a play-on and if you have to whistle the play dead, then bring the ball back to midfield for the restart. Activity: Discuss different restart options and locationsReview: AR/Situation Rule 4 : Rule 4 :14 Art 3 rules and when this is a violation and when it is not Find videos for discussion (next slide)



OVER AND BACK

video

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video example look for YMTC clipKnow the Rule!!!During the pre-game meeting with your crew discussHow you will communicate verbally and signalsVerbal (yes/no)Hand Signals (tip or no tip by defense)Who will restart play.



OVER AND BACK RESTART POSITIONING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add notes discussing this situation:Be positioned before restarting



TRANSITION MECHANICS

Stay ahead of play (2 lines ahead)

Have play come towards you

10 second count

Crease 4 second count

20 second clear count

Follow the play

LEAD Sprints TRAIL Jogs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Responsibilities of each person in transitionDiscussion regarding the importance of Anticipation and Hustle to stay in position and be ready for the next playVideo



OUT OF BOUNDS

Blue Ball

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sound your whistle and signal “dead ball” with one hand over your headIf a player stepped on the sideline or end line, give a sweeping point to the boundary line to indicate that the player stepped out. Signal the direction of the play by pointing in the direction play will be going and calling the color of the team that now has possession, example “Blue ball” ! add video examples



RESTARTING PLAY

Video example.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
End line Restarts  The Lead starts play when the Offense retains or is awarded possession.�The Trail starts play when the Defense is awarded possession example



RESTARTING PLAY
Where the ball will be restarted on the sideline determines who 

will restart

The New Lead can help with a smooth restart by signaling 
when the ball is ready for play by pointing.

Substitution box restart-5 yards out

TRAIL starts play on their sideline closest

• EXCEPT for transition deep sideline clear 
restarts, the new Trail restarts play to 
allow for the new Lead to get ahead of the 
play.

LEAD starts play on their sideline closest.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where the ball will be restarted on the sideline determines who will restart    LEAD starts play on the sideline closest.  TRAIL starts play on the sideline closest EXCEPT for transition deep sideline clear restarts, the new Trail restarts play to allow for the new Lead to get ahead of the play.     The New Lead can help with a smooth restart by signaling whenthe ball is ready for play by pointing. Substitution box restart-5 yards out



DEEP RESTARTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where the ball will be restarted on the sideline determines who will restart    LEAD starts play on the sideline closest.  TRAIL starts play on the sideline closest EXCEPT for transition deep sideline clear restarts, the new Trail restarts play to allow for the new Lead to get ahead of the play.     The New Lead can help with a smooth restart by signaling whenthe ball is ready for play by pointing. Substitution box restart-5 yards outOwn your RESTARTCreate variety of restart examples



CREASE MECHANICS
The Lead official has the primary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Lead official has the primary responsibility for calling crease violations but the Trail may help.If there is a crease violation by the offense, such as running or diving into the crease, The lead official will blow the whistle to stop play Point to the crease area where the violation occurred Get the ball ready for a restart.



CREASE VIOLATIONS

Crease violation 
because of a 

defenseman's penalty

Lead official will 
whistle, signal the 

penalty, award 
possession outside of 

the box

If a flag is thrown, stop 
play, lead official 
should relay the 

penalty to the Trail and 
get the ball ready 
outside the box

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If there is a crease violation as a result of a defenseman's penalty, (Illegal push or interference):The lead official will blow the whistle to stop play, signal the penalty and award possession to the offended team outside of the box. If a flag is thrown, stop play, lead official should relay the penalty to the Trail and get the ball ready outside the box. dd smart art



CREASE VIOLATION RESTARTS

Do NOT start play until the 
all players on the team 

awarded possession are at 
least 5 yards away from the 

ball

You MAY restart play if the 
offending team is within 5 

yards of the ball

Keys to successful restarts after a crease violation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss 5 yard crease restart situation. How to use preventative officiating



GOAL SCORED TO FACE OFF MECH
Entire ball crosses plane of goal

Lead enter side of crease

Lead signals goal

Trail watches shooter and others

Lead retrieves the ball and jogs to Trail

Trail goes to center for face-off

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the entire ball crosses the interior plane of the goal the Lead official should enter the side of the crease and signal goal and alert for possible post goal infractions such as late hits.The Trail official should also remain alert while watching the shooter and all other players on the field for possible infractions.The Lead official then retrieves the ball from the goal and jogs the ball to the Trail Official at the top center of the box. Do not ask the goalie to retrieve the ball.



GOAL SCORED TO FACE OFF MECH

Field awareness

Communication with 
players

Watching players subbing

Players know when you 
are watching

Remain alert and aware of players at this time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We remain alert while this ball exchange occurs. Preventive officiating skills should be used by talking to players to avoid confrontations. Watching players exiting and entering the field for the next face off. When players know we are watching they are more likely to avoid unsportsmanlike conduct.



GOAL SCORED TO FACE OFF MECH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
White team scores a goal after picking up a loose ball. Notice the eyes of the Trail official never leave the shooter and then the brim of his hat turns towards the action in front of the crease.Mechanics: Could the Lead be closer to the crease by the time the shot is taken?  Certified Observer Notes: Lead official should freeze his feet when signaling goalOfficials should jog all the way to their new position, and not walk the last few yardsFaceoff official should hold ball overhead when at Center X to signal to the Wing to turn on the 20-second timerReview video for lead directionNew video for this



PENALTY RELAY

The Trail official will report 
the penalties. "CNOTE"

The Lead official is getting the 
ball ready to start play 
when trail is ready

A brief conference may be 
needed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss big penalties or multiple penaltiesThe Trail official will report the penalties. "CNOTE"The Lead official should be getting the ball ready to start play after the reporting official is in position.Some penalties may require officials to come together for a brief conference.
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C-NOTE

PENALT  
RELAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Official witnessing penalty throws flag and yells “flag down!” Partner echoes the call.Stop play when the rules require you to do so.After stopping play:Confirm foul and penalty time with partner Trail almost always reports the foul and uses C-NOTEIf on far side come toward the middle of the fieldIf on bench side go no further than the wing line to reportPartner gets the field set for the restart and informs goalkeeper the length of penalty and where the ball is before the restartBefore restarting play:Confirm when the penalty will releaseEx. “all even at 6:15”Count both teamsNote: It may be necessary to walk into the table area to confirm multiple penalties or more complicated situations with the penalty timer. 



CORRECTING MISTAKES BY OFFIC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Special situations/game managementAcknowledge the mistake (pointing the wrong direction, error in penalty enforcement) and allow both coaches an opportunity to understand what the correct call is AND allowing the teams to have the correct players on the field for the situation.Only restart play when both coaches acknowledge they have the correct players on the field for the situation and let everyone know where play will be starting.



END OF GAME

Have end of game 
exit strategy. Sign the scorebook.

You job ends when 
we leave the 

immediate playing 
facility.

Leave the field 
together.

Acknowledging the 
coaches is ok.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Game managementIt's recommended to have an end of game exit strategy.Some areas require an official to sign the scorebook.The official's responsibilities end when we leave the immediate playing facility, NFHS Rule 2, Sect. 6, Art.1.The bench side official can approve the score and pick up any gear from the table area then meet the far side official to professionally exit the playing field.Acknowledging the coaches with a wave is ok. It is not required to shake hands with coaches or players. 
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